Abstract. It is known that for integers m > 2, n > 1 and r > 3 there are only three r-jet prolongations of a vector bundle E with m-dimensional bases and n-dimensional fibers. The first one is the usual r-jet prolongation J r E, the second one is the vertical r-jet prolongation J%E and the third one is the [r]-jet prolongation
Introduction
One can prove (a paper in preparation) that for integers r > 3 and m > 2 there are only three r-jet prolongations of a vector bundle E with m-dimensional basis. Namely, we have the usual r-jet prolongation J r E of E, the vertical r-jet prolongation J^E of E and the [r]-jet prolongation jMtfof E.
In [15] for integers m > 2, n > 1 and r > 1 we classified all natural linear operators A lifting a linear vector field X from a vector bundle E with m-dimensional basis and n-dimensional fibers into a vector field A(X) on F r E, where F r E denotes J r E or J T VE or J^E. In the case F r E = J r E we proved that A{X) is a constant multiple of the flow operator J T X. In the case F r E = J£E we proved that A{X) is a linear combination of the flow operator J^X and some explicitely constructed linear natural operator V <l> (X) . In the case F r E = J^E we proved that A(X) is a linear combination of the flow operator J^X and some explicitely constructed linear natural operator U^(X).
An afiinor B on a manifold M is a tensor field of type (1,1) on M.
A natural affinor B on F r E is a system of invariant (with respect to vector bundle isomorphisms onto open vector subbundles) affinors B : TF r E -> TF r E on F r E for any vector bundle E with m-dimensdional basis and ndimensional fibers.
In the present paper for integers m > 2, n > 1 and r > 1 we classify all natural affinors B on F r E, where F r E denotes J r E or J'E or J^E. In the case F r E = J r E we prove that B is a constant multiple of the identity affinor Id on J r E. In the case F r E = J^E we proved that B is a linear combination of the identity affinor Id on J£E and some explicitely constructed natural affinor U on J^E. In the case F r E = J^E we prove that B is a linear combination of the identity affinor Id on J^E and some explicitely constructed natural affinor V an J^E. As corollaries we obtain similar results for F r E*, (F r E)* and (F r E*)* instead of F r E. Natural affinors can be used to study torsions of connections, see [5] . That is why they have been classified in many papers, [1] - [4] , [6] - [14] , [17] . e.t.c.
The category of vector bundles with m-dimensional bases and vector bundle maps with local diffeomorphisms as base maps will be denoted by VB m .
The category of vector bundles with m-dimensional bases and n-dimensional fibers and vector bundle isomorphisms onto open vector subbundles will be denoted by VB m^n .
The trivial vector bundle R m x R n over R m with standard fiber R n will be denoted by R m ' n . The coordinates on R m will be denoted by a: 1 ,..., x m . The fiber coordinates on R m ' n will be denoted by y 1 , ...,y n . All manifolds are assumed to be finite dimensional and smooth. Maps are assumed to be smooth, i.e. of class C°°.
The r-jet prolongations of a vector bundle
The r-jet prolongation functor Given a V£? m -object p : E -> M the r-jet prolongation J r E of E is a vector bundle From now on F T E denotes J r E or J IE or J^E. Tandem " TJ" is a natural operator.
The natural linear operators lifting linear vector fields to
Example 3. Given a linear vector field X on a Vi3 m , n -object E covering a vector field Ion M and a module homomorphism $ : In [15] we proved the following classification theorem. 
Examples of natural affinors on
Here Tp{v)a : M -» E x is the constant map, the differential of a : M -> E x at Tp(v). The family U is a V5M,N-natural affinor on J"E.
, is also a module homomorphism over t x \ i.e. $t p (V) € J x^E , see Example 3. The family V is a V<B m>n -natural affinor on J^E.
The main result
The main result of the present paper is the following classification theorem. 
